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1. Given a complex m x n matrix A = A of rank 9. It has been 
mxn 
shown in [l] and elsewhere (quoted in [l]) that there exist two unitary 
column-orthogonal matrices X = X , Y = Y such that 
mxfi NxP 
A = XAY”, (1) 
where il = [A,, . . . , 3Lp] is a regular real $J x p diagonal matrix and Y* 
denotes the conjugate transpose of Y. If A is real then X, Y are real 
column-orthogonal. The Aj2 are the positive (i.e., nonzero) eigenvalues 
of the Gram matrix A*A. Indeed, noting that X*X = I, (the $J x $J 
unit matrix) we have 
A*A = YAX*XAY* = Y A2 Y*. (2) 
nxfi PXP oxn 
Thus the Jj are uniquely defined apart from their signs and their order 
of succession. 
Also writing (2) in the form 
A*AY = YA2 = (jl12yc1), . . . , lP2y@)) 
shows that the columns y(r), . . . , y@) of Y are a set of orthonormalized 
eigenvectors of A*A for the eigenvalues Li2, . . . , Ap2 respectively. 
Similarly it is seen that the columns x(l), . . . , de) of the matrix X 
are a set of orthonormalized eigenvectors of AA* for the eigenvalues 
i1,2, . . . ) lp2 respectively. 
2. All this is of interest now in view of the fact that the matrix 
A = y/i-lx* (3) 
nXm 
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a*a * b*b = u2/12. Hence A = A = a/?. Moreover X = X = a-la, y = 
1x1 %3X1 
Y = p-lb and thus 
t&Xl 
d = ---Y_. = A* . 
a*a * b*b tr A*A 
This can be used for a complete discussion of the reverse order law 
in the case of matrices of rank one: Let B = cd* be another matrix of 
rank one such that BA can be formed. Then BA = d*a - cb*. Hence 
on the other hand 
hA = AB if and only if a*a - d*d - la*d12 = 0, 
i.e., if and only if a and d are linearly dependent. 
(b) The formulas established in [l, $4(b)] enable us to obtain in a 
similar manner the generalized inverse of a real skew-symmetric matrix 
A of rank 2: With two linearly independent real n-vectors a and b we 
have A = ba’ - ab’ (the prime denoting transposition). It is then found 
that 
A = 6-lA’, 6 = a’a - b’b -- (a’b)2. 
4. In [l, $21 it has been shown how in the case of solvability the 
solution of the linear system 
A y=b (4) 
,8X8 nx1 18 X 1 
can be obtained by means of the generalized inverse in the form (3), 
namely, 
y = Ab + o, (5) 
where v is an arbitrary solution of the homogeneous system Av = 0. In 
I<zneur Algebra and Its .4f$~licatims 1, 325-328 (1968) 
11, $31 it is shown that in the cast: of nonexistence of ;I solution of (1) tllc 
vector J’ for which the \.cctor .1 1’ il has tlw Iwst possible Icngtll is 
likewise reprcsentctl 1~~. (5). 
